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Orlando, Fla.-based jock J.R.
Silva is adamant about the fact
his company will play for whatever type of wedding reception
for which SILVA Entertainment
will be booked, no matter the
gender makeup.
“These alternative events
have the same storytelling—they
just have a different makeup of
people,” says Silva. “Basically the
clients invite their loved ones,
close friends and family who
don’t judge, and it’s a joyful celebration. That’s all there is to it.
“I find that the audience has
to trust that the DJ is not there
to pass judgment, and to just roll
out a fantastic party. No religion
specifically pays my bills at the
end of the month, so I stay open-

more like, ‘Hey, now’s the time to
bring that someone special out to
the middle of our dancefloor.’
“Keeping a good filter on my
announcements helps me avoid
awkward transitions and presentations. And in the end, good
preparation is all that’s needed.”
As a resident and DJ owner in
one of the U.S. states that recently legalized same-sex marriage,
Adam Tiegs of Adam’s DJ Service
in Seattle says he has some firsthand knowledge of this subject.
“I’ve actually DJed a few
same-sex events already and
they’re really no different than
traditional weddings with a bride
and a groom,” Tiegs says. “One of
them, however, I feel, was used
as a political tool, as the couple

minded and versatile.”
This past Election Day, three
states—Maine, Maryland, and
Washington—became the first
to legalize same-sex marriage
through popular vote. So, as of
2013, nine states—Connecticut,
Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York,
Vermont, and Washington—plus
the District of Columbia and
two Native American tribes have
legalized same-sex marriage. In
addition, Rhode Island recognizes
same-sex unions performed
in other jurisdictions, while
California recognizes them on a
conditional basis.
A look at the Maryland example alone should open some
eyes for all wedding vendors, not
just those DJs who run entertainment services. In 2012, a
study by the Williams Institute—
a think tank at UCLA’s School
of Law “dedicated to conducting
rigorous, independent research
on sexual orientation and gender
identity law and public policy”—
predicted that, over a three-year
period, weddings by resident
Maryland couples will generate
between $40 million and $64
million for the state economy.
(The analysis didn’t include
out-of-state couples traveling
to Maryland for the purpose of
getting married.)
With these possibly lucrative developments in the air, we
asked mobile DJs around the
country how the evolving social
opinions regarding non-traditional marriages is impacting their
event calendars, and how those
changes are impacting how they
operate their events.
The only challenge Silva says
he’s found is how to adapt how
he scripts his announcements.
“For example, saying, ‘Let’s
have the gentlemen escort the
ladies to the dancefloor’ doesn’t
fly in this arena,” he says. “It’s

shared a slide show that shared
their views and why same-sex
marriages should be allowed—
this was this past year, prior to
the law passing—but otherwise I
encourage the same customized
fun that I encourage at all events
for LGBT events.
“From the few same-sex events
that I was a part of, most everything was the same—except during the ceremonies, religion was
left out. They were more spiritual
than religious, with poetry about
love being used in lieu of traditional verses from a traditional religious book, such as the Bible. But
still, things were pretty much the
same as all weddings: a ceremony,
then a party or celebration, with
cocktails, a great meal, some
formal dances and activities, and
then dancing.”
The main difference Tiegs
has noticed between same-sex
receptions and traditional events
in Washington is that every samesex event he’s been part of has
had some sort of over-the-top
show effect.
“At one event, our clients had
dual dry-ice foggers because they
wanted to get married on the
clouds, so we made their dream
come true,” he says. “At another
one, we used an industrial bubble

to open up the dancefloor as a
nice transition from dinner to
dancing.
“There are oftentimes toasts
or speeches given, sometimes
more structured, while other
times very impromptu and spontaneous. Lastly, about a quarter
of the time we’ll see a ‘bride’
and father or fathers dance, or
‘groom’ and mother or mothers
dance, depending on what the
couple wants to do—if parents
wish to be involved.
“The one party that comes to
mind was much more contemporary dance stuff—Beyoncé,
Rihanna, Usher, etc.—although
they did incorporate a few of
the traditional oldies and Motown songs—Jackson 5, Aretha
Franklin, ‘Shout’ and a few others.
But again, it was mostly modern
dance music. Of course, that
particular crowd in this case, and
it was a younger crowd as well.
Back up in Maine, Mike Mahoney of South Portland-based
M&M Entertainment says that,
although they haven’t advertised
specifically for gay weddings, his
company has in fact done a few.
“The surprising thing I’ve
found is that they are amazingly
simple at this point, with much
less frills and such,” he says.
“From the ones I have done,
the two people are first and
foremost just happy to be married. While there are instances
of flamboyance, in general men
are men and women are women.
Men are more simple and
women are a bit more flowery,
but both enjoy the formality and
sophistication of the event.”
On the other hand, Mahoney
says, there are definitely nuances
DJs should be aware of.
“Primarily, watch your language,” he says. “It’s no longer a
‘bridal party,’ for example—it’s a
‘wedding party.’ Any reference to
‘bride’ goes away for men, unless
they specifically ask to use it, and
the same goes for ‘groom’ with
women. ‘Please welcome Mr. and
Mrs.’ becomes ‘Please welcome
our newlyweds—Bill and Steve!’”
What Mahoney says he
particularly enjoys about samesex events is that they tend to
be very artistic in nature. “It’s
like looking at things through a
different lens, so to speak,” he
says. “I would highly recommend
anyone not currently doing them
to jump in, as it’ll open up new
ways of doing old things. In one
specific instance, the couple took
a common practice of putting
seating-placement cards in grass
at the entrance, then followed
through and had a square of
grass on each table as a centerpiece.
“One interesting piece that
I’ve observed at same-sex events
is that the garter removal is not
a big deal, because they all want
to toss the bouquet!”       n
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According to DJ Carl, it seems
there are too many mobile DJs
these days who specialize. “If I
was hiring a DJ, I’d want them to
be able to play all types of music
for all types of lifestyles,” he
says. “I wouldn’t want anyone to
discriminate against me, so I don’t
discriminate against same-sex
couples.
“As a businessperson, same-sex
events are very lucrative, because
both individuals in the relationship usually do not have children
and have more finances to hire
a professional, higher-end DJ or
band.”
Down in Plymouth Meeting,
Pa., Scott Goldoor of Signature
DJs says his jocks perform at two
or three same-sex events per
year and, although they have not
specifically advertised or targeted
this market, there is a company
called The Rainbow Network that
does solicit them to advertise.
“When we perform at these
events,” he says, “some take on
more of the traditional sense of a
wedding ceremony and reception—less much of the fanfare and
formality—while others take the
shape of a more glorified party,
with just one or two formalities
thrown in such as a first dance
and a couple toasts.
“There are not really that many
contrasts, per se, but I would say
that the majority of same-sex or
civil ceremonies—many couples
do call it an actual ‘wedding
reception’—take on the shape
of a glorified party, with a couple
formalities thrown in.”
According to Goldoor, the
emphasis and attention at samesex ceremonies is much more on
the music selection. “Especially
for the actual ceremony itself,”
he says. “Most of the time when
we perform for the ceremony,
there’s a lot of customization, and
the couples really try to stay away
from the traditional Wagner &
Mendelssohn pieces, ‘Here Comes
The Bride,’ etc.
“With regard to the party itself,
there’s usually an introduction of
the couple, using just their first
names most of the time—Krissy
and Erica, for example. We will
often perform a first dance and
then often have all the guests join
in. This is sometimes done before
dinner, or sometimes after dinner
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machine to have a bubble effect
as the two brides walked back
down the aisle at the end of the
ceremony.
“I’m not saying all same-sex
events will be like this, but that
is one difference we’ve noticed
so far.”
Currently, the only advertising Adam’s DJ Service is doing
is promoting itself on engaygedweddings.com. Says Tiegs: “I fully
support anyone who wants to get
married, and am happy to help
with music for their events.”
Back over in Pennsylvania, Steve
Croce of Philadelphia-based Silver
Sound DJs says they’ve made a
few attempts to advertise online
with the LGBT community, but
claims that the sites created for
gay weddings are often seen as
‘gay blackface.’
“Those websites are typically
slapped together with SEO in
mind, not designed to appeal to
potential clients as vendors who
are experienced and prepared to
entertain their reception,” he says.
“As far as meeting new clients,
we’re mostly forced to rely on
wedding coordinators who dole
out clients to us, based on little
more than their own personal
experience or favoritism.”
Still, Croce says he’s entertained for several same-sex weddings, both gay and lesbian. And
at each one, he says something
very similar happened—and that
was there was a breakdown in
services.
“Recently, when I was entertaining a gay wedding in Atlantic
City,” he says, “I asked where the
manager was to coordinate the
flow of events and was told, ‘Oh,
she’s probably on her break—I
don’t know.’ It was clear that they
weren’t treating a gay wedding the
same as they would an average
wedding reception.
“Often, I’m obliged to assume
a leadership role and coordinate
each nuance of the reception,
including photos and even when
food will be served.”
Carl Williams of DJ Carl
Entertainment in New York City
advertises toward the same-sex
genre on WeddingWire. “There’s
an option on that site that communicates to ‘brides’ that I will
perform for same-sex weddings,”
says DJ Carl. “I believe in diversity,
and if a DJ can play music for a
roomful of men to dance with
one another all night long, then he
or she has a great skill.
“Same-sex events are not much
different than traditional events.
You just have to get used to
same-sex individuals dancing, hugging and kissing one another more
publicly at the reception. They
tend to be more open in their affections towards one another.
“Oh yeah, and it’s much easier
to get gay men to dance to great
music than to get straight men to
dance at weddings, too.”
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